

























A Study on a Perspective on a Candidate, Value and Emotion of “MOE”
MATSUBARA Norika and SATO Tatsuya
（Graduate School of Letters, Ritsumeikan University/
College of Letters, Ritsumeikan University）
Japanese manga and anime have garnered worldwide attention, and the notion of “Moe” as an 
emotion felt toward manga and anime characters is becoming more widespread. However, there 
is no empirical definition of the word. In this study, we treat “Moe” as a measurable phenomenon 
and investigate the causes and nature of the emotion in experienced and inexperienced subjects. 
Our results reveal the following: ① The object of “Moe” is not limited to a fictional character from 
an anime or manga, but can be a real person, animal, or even an inanimate object. ② “Moe” causes 
a change in behavior. ③ “Moe” is a positive feeling of attachment, excitement, and affection. ④ 
Inexperienced subjects treat “Moe” as a property of the object itself, while experienced subjects 
treat it as a value judgment of the object. ⑤ Experienced subjects treat “Moe” an independent 
concept. ⑥ The exact cause of “Moe” feelings depends on the object of the emotion; “Moe” is 
structured differently for fictional characters, real people, situations, animals, and inanimate 
objects. ⑦ Even though the object and structure of “Moe” varies, the emotional experience is 
roughly the same in all cases. These points give us a new way to look at "Moe".









は「Moe is a Japanese slang word. It means 
"a rarefied pseudo-love for certain fictional 
characters（in anime, manga, and the like）and 
their related embodiments."（中略）The word 
is occasionally spelled Moe, and was originally 
related to a strong interest in a particular type 















本 デ ー」（Japan-Tag Düsseldorf/NRW, 2009）
や「CONNICHI」（Connichi, 2012）， フ ラ ン ス
で行われている「Japan Expo」（Japan Expo, 
2012），ブラジルのサンパウロで開催されている









































































































































































年未満・半年以上 3 年未満・3 ～ 5 年・5 ～ 8 年・












































































のものが 4 名，半年以上 3 年未満のものが 14 名，
3 ～ 5 年のものが 18 名，5 ～ 8 年のものが 18 名，





































































































































ｔ値 SD ｔ値 SD
価値因子（＊＊） 4.97 0.88 4.49 0.77
活動性因子 4.54 1.14 4.47 1.12
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